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02. Are there particular pre-screening measures that
need to be taken when engaging a financial services
employee?  Does this vary depending on seniority or
type of role?  In particular, is there any form of
regulator-specified reference that has to be provided
by previous employers in the financial services
industry?
 

France
Author: Béatrice Pola

In the financial services sector, candidates must comply with standard recruitment practices, but also with
suitability, requirements and, for certain positions, with supervision by the ACPR or the European Central
Bank (ECB).

Traditionally, employees in the financial services sector are required to provide the usual documents
requested when applying for a job: a cover letter and a curriculum vitae. This is especially important
because, as we will see, access to certain positions is conditional. For example, investment advisors must
provide proof of either a national diploma attesting to three years of study, or training, or professional
experience in the field.

Also, due to the very nature of the financial services business, employees of companies in the sector are
required to be honourable.

The Monetary and Financial Code provides that certain operational activities in the financial services
sector, such as being a managing director, are barred in the event of a felony conviction, a prison sentence
of at least six months with a suspended sentence in connection with the financial world, or a management
ban (article L. 500-1 of the Monetary and Financial Code). For this reason, the criminal record of a
concerned candidate is generally requested at the time of hiring.

In addition, the appointment or renewal of a senior executive of a credit institution, a finance company, an
investment firm other than a portfolio management company, a payment institution or an electronic money
institution must be ratified by the ACPR, and by the ECB in the case of major credit institutions. Validation
of the appointment or renewal is based on good reputation and competence, which is assessed based on
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five criteria: experience, reputation, absence of conflicts of interest and independence of mind, availability,
and collective ability.

Last updated on 16/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

For employees with general positions, there are no pre-screening measures. Under article 1 of the
Constitution and article 21 of the FLL, discrimination is prohibited. Furthermore, article 21 of the FLL
establishes that distinctions will not be deemed discriminatory if certain qualifications are required for
certain work. Specifically, if there is no legal ground or work-related justification to request criminal records
for a determined position, conditioning the position on that information may be deemed discriminatory.

For example, financial entities must include a list of the expected members of the board of directors,
general manager, and main officers, including their respective professional and academic backgrounds, in
the filing to obtain authorisation of the CNBV (except insurance and bond institutions) to start operations.
These positions require certain special requirements, and thus financial entities must verify – by prior
appointment and thereafter, at least every year – that general managers and officers:

have a standing reputation;
have expertise in legal, financial and management matters;
have a satisfactory credit record and credit eligibility;
are residents in Mexico (for credit entities); and
have no other legal impediment (see below).

All financial entities must guarantee that high-level employees are capable, experienced and not subject to
any procedure involving conduct contrary to financial stability or compliance with business or financial
business standards. General managers and officers in controlling entities and auxiliary credit organisations,
and in exchange bureaus and brokerage houses, and general managers in insurance and bonding
institutions must have at least five years’ experience at a high decision-making level that required financial
and management expertise.

Also, these individuals must not have any of the following legal impediments:

a pending dispute with the financial entity or any other financial entities in the group;
a conviction for a wilful economic crime;
a disqualification from owning a business, public service positions or the Mexican financial system;
declared bankruptcy or insolvency;
carried out regulation, inspection, and monitoring of the financial entity or any other financial entities
in the group; or
participated in the board of directors of the financial entities.

Additionally, for exchange bureaus and brokerage houses, such individuals must not have been an external
auditor of the exchange bureau or related entity in the 12 months before their appointment.

Specifically, in credit organisations, general managers and officers must not:

be a partner or have a position within entities or associations that render services to the entity or its
related entities;
be a client, provider, debtor, creditor, partner, member of the board of directors or employee of an
entity that is a client or provider (whose services or sales represent more than 10% of the client’s
services or sales), or a debtor or creditor (of which the debt is higher than 15% of the assets);
be an employee of a foundation, association or civil society that receive important contributions from
the entity (which represent more than 15% of the total contributions received by such entities in a
fiscal year).
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be a general manager, officer, or employee of another entity that is part of the financial group;
be a spouse or domestic partner of any individual mentioned above, or be in a cohabiting relationship
with them; or
carry out regulation duties of credit organisations and exchange bureaus.

Financial entities must inform the CNBV, CNSF, or CONSAR, as applicable, of general managers’ and
officers’ appointments, resignations or removals, within five business days of such events. Meanwhile,
controlling entities, brokerage houses, surety deposit institutions and compensation chambers must inform
the CNBV, CNSF, or CONSAR within 10 days of the same.

There are also limits to employees participating in the board of directors of these companies. Only the
general manager and officers two levels below may be members, and no other employees may occupy
these positions.

According to the Insurance and Bonds Regulations, officers and employees of credit institutions, insurance
institutions, bond institutions, brokerage houses, stock market specialists, auxiliary credit organisations,
investment companies, operating companies of investment companies, exchange houses, financial
commissioners, retirement fund managers, specialised investment companies of retirement funds, and
controlling companies with 10% or more of representative shares of such companies will not be authorised
to act as insurance or bond agents.

Last updated on 14/03/2023

03. What documents should be put in place when
engaging employees within the financial services
industry?  Are any particular contractual documents
required?
 

France
Author: Béatrice Pola

The hiring of employees in the financial services sector follows the common law regime. Thus, in principle,
the hiring of an employee means the contractualising of the employment relationship. Although it is not in
principle mandatory for the parties to sign an employment contract, but for exceptional cases (part-time
employment contract, fixed-term contract, etc), it is nevertheless recommended to contractualise the
relationship to avoid any future dispute.

It is also common, at the time of hiring, for the employee to commit to a non-compete and confidentiality
obligation concerning his employer, either through clauses in his employment contract or through a
separate agreement. These obligations must be the subject of a signed document and are therefore
generally incorporated into the employment contract. In addition, most companies in the financial services
sector make the hiring of an employee conditional upon that person signing a charter of good conduct or a
policy to prevent and manage conflicts of interest.

The employer is also required to make a pre-employment declaration.

Finally, as stated, for certain positions, the employer must notify the ACPR or the ECB of the hire, and they
must ratify the appointment.

Last updated on 16/04/2024
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Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

According to article 25 of the FLL, the following information must be included in an employee’s contract: full
name, date of birth, nationality, gender, marital status, address, Federal Taxpayers Registry number, and
Unique Population Registration Key. To verify such information, employers may ask employees to provide
their official identification, proof of address, Tax Identification Card, and professional and academic records,
among other documents as deemed necessary. 

Furthermore, given the requirements to be met by the general manager and officers, it is common practice
in Mexico to include a statement in their employment contracts whereby they state that they:

are in good standing;
are resident in Mexico;
have legal, financial and management expertise;
have satisfactory credit record and credit eligibility; and
have no legal impediment to occupying such positions and rendering their services.

Additionally, the general manager of controlling entities and brokerage houses must provide a written
document stating that he or she:

has no impediment to being appointed as general manager or officer;
is up to date with his or her credit obligations and of any other nature; and
acknowledge all rights and obligations to be assumed as a consequence of his or her appointment.

Last updated on 14/03/2023
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04. Do any categories of employee need to have
special certification in order to undertake duties for
financial services employers?  If so, what are the
requirements that apply?
 

France
Author: Béatrice Pola

Since 1 July 2010, the FMA General Regulation requires investment services providers to pass an
examination to ensure that certain employees have a minimum knowledge base in the field.

This applies to salespersons, managers, financial instrument clearing managers, post-trade managers,
financial analysts, financial instruments traders, compliance and internal control officers, and investment
services compliance officers.

Since 1 January 2020, the following must also obtain certification: natural persons acting as a financial
investment advisor; natural persons with the power to manage the legal person authorised as a financial
investment advisor; and persons employed to provide investment advice by the legal person authorised as
a financial investment advisor.

FMA certification must be obtained within a maximum of six months of the beginning of that person’s
employment with an investment services provider. Certification is issued by FMA-certified organisations.
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People already in practice before 1 July 2010 are exempt from this certification. This is known as a
grandfather clause.

In addition to this minimum knowledge requirement, certain professionals are subject to an assessment of
their knowledge and skills. This applies to natural persons who provide not only information but also
financial advice, and generally takes the form of an annual evaluation interview.

Last updated on 16/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

Employees in general positions are not required to obtain specific certification to perform their duties
within financial entities. However, in brokerage houses, individuals involved in operations with the public,
counselling, promotion and, if applicable, acquisition and sale of securities, must be authorised by the
CNBV and obtain a certification issued by a regulated body recognized by the CNBV.  

The CNBV and CNSF, as applicable, may caution, remove, adjourn, or disqualify board members and the
general manager if they believe the individual does not comply with legal requirements to occupy such
positions or if their conduct constitutes a breach of applicable laws and regulations.

Last updated on 14/03/2023
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05. Do any categories of employee have enhanced
responsibilities under the applicable regulatory
regime?
 

France
Author: Béatrice Pola

The activities of certain categories of employees in the financial services sector benefit from greater
supervision, due to the risky nature of their activity. These include employees who have business dealings
with individuals and employees who may have exposure to the financial markets.

Thus, Article L.533-10 of the Monetary and Financial Code provides that portfolio management companies
and investment service providers must, on the one hand, put in place rules and procedures to ensure
compliance with the provisions applicable to them. On the other hand, they must put in place rules and
procedures defining the conditions and limits under which their employees may carry out personal
transactions on their behalf.

They must still take all reasonable steps to prevent conflicts of interest that could affect their clients. In
practice, these employees may be referred to as "sensitive personnel".

In addition, Law No. 2013-672 of 26 July 2013, on the separation and regulation of banking activities
introduced several provisions constraining employees who may expose their company to the financial
markets. These employees must comply with strict obligations in their activity to limit risk-taking.

Last updated on 16/04/2024
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Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

All employees, including general managers and officers, must keep information and documents confidential
and may only provide information to the competent authorities or authorised parties, with the prior express
authorisation of the user or client.

Also, employees must:

not stop internal committees from carrying out their functions;
disclose to the financial entity all information regarding the use of illegal resources, or any act against
goods, services, an individual’s life, or physical or emotional integrity, the use of toxic substances, or
terrorist acts, so that the financial entity may provide the SHCP with a report on the subject; and
in insurance or bonding Institutes, not offer discounts, reduce premiums or grant different benefits
than those outlined in the corresponding policy.

General managers and officers must provide reports and information to the board of directors and the
corresponding authorities periodically. The general manager must also provide precise data and reports to
assist the board of directors in making prudent decisions.

General managers must develop and present to the board of directors, for its approval,  adequate policies
for employment and the use of material and human resources, including restrictions on the use of goods,
supervision and control mechanisms, and the application of resources to the company’s activities
consistent with their business purposes.  

Insurance and bond companies will respond to the conduct of the general manager and officers, without
prejudice to the civil and criminal liabilities that they may personally incur.

Also, if any conflict of interest exists or arises, general managers and officers must inform their employers
immediately and suspend any activity within the scope of the contract that gives rise to the conflict until
the matter is addressed.

Additionally, general managers and officers must verify the compliance of all individuals under their
responsibility with all applicable legal provisions for financial services. These include: confidential
obligations; the development of reports; informing their direct superior, officers, general manager or board
of directors if there is a conflict of interest; informing the SCHP and Prosecutor’s Office if there is an act,
operation or service using illegal resources, or an act that may harm the company, or the health or
wellbeing of an individual or the general public.

Specifically, general managers in brokerage houses must:

design and carry out a communications policy regarding identifying contingencies;
implement and distribute the continuity business plan within the brokerage house and establish
training programmes;
inform the CNBV of contingencies in any of the systems and channels for clients, authorities and
central securities counterparties;
ensure that the continuity business plan is submitted for efficiency testing; and
inform the CNBV in writing of the hiring or removal of the responsible party for internal audit functions.

Last updated on 14/03/2023
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steps required for registration?

France
Author: Béatrice Pola

In principle, working in the financial services sector does not require registration. However, some
companies, such as banks, must be licensed.

The following natural persons who are not employees of a legal person must be registered in the Single
Register of Insurance, Banking and Finance Intermediaries (article L.546-1 of the Monetary and Financial
Code, amended by article 18 of order no. 2021-1735 of December 22, 2021 modernizing the framework for
participative financing):

intermediaries in banking and payment services as defined in article L. 519-1 of the Monetary and
Financial Code.
financial investment advisors as defined in article L. 541-1 of the Monetary and Financial Code;
tied agents as defined in article L. 545-1 of the Monetary and Financial Code and intermediaries in
participatory financing.

To be registered, these intermediaries must meet four professional conditions: professional liability
insurance, good repute, professional capacity and financial guarantees, which are verified by the unique
register of insurance, banking and financial intermediaries when they are registered.

In addition, the providers of participative financing services mentioned in article L. 547-1 of the Monetary
and Financial Code must be approved by the Financial Markets Authority (FMA).

Last updated on 16/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

Under the FLL, all employees must be registered with the Social Security Mexican Institute (IMSS) to receive
social security benefits.

Except for stock operators or employees that are granted proxies in brokerage houses, in financial entities
employees are not required to be registered other than with the IMSS.

To obtain the authorisation of the CNBV to act as a stock operator or representative within a brokerage
house, an individual must:

pass the technical quality certification exams, and comply with the specific requirements outlined in
the internal regulations of the stock market in which the individual intends to participate;
prove before the regulatory body that he or she has a satisfactory credit record and is in good
standing; and
file before the regulatory body a writ of a brokerage house, credit institution, or the operating
company of investment companies and retirement funds managers, establishing their wish to hire the
individual as soon as he or she obtains an authorisation.

Within five days, the self-regulated body must file an application with the CNBV. They will then have 20
calendar days to issue the corresponding authorisation.

Stock operators and representatives, once authorised and provided with powers of attorney, must be
registered before the Mexican Association of Stock Brokers (AMIB).
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Brokerage houses must display, in a public place, a list of authorised proxies and stock operators, as well
as on the website of the CNBV so this information may be verified.

Finally, financial entities must inform the CNBV, CNSF or CONSAR, as applicable, of the appointment and
removal of general managers and officers within five calendar days for financial entities, or ten calendar
days for controlling entities, brokerage houses, surety deposit institutions and compensation chambers.
Also, a list of general managers and officers must be provided within the filing to operate as a financial
entity.   

Last updated on 14/03/2023

07. Are there any specific rules relating to
compensation payable to financial services
employees in your jurisdiction, including, for
example, limits on variable compensation, or
provisions for deferral, malus and/or clawback of
monies paid to employees?
 

France
Author: Béatrice Pola

Under French law, several mechanisms regulate the compensation of employees in the financial services
sector to limit risk-taking.

Concerning guaranteed variable remuneration (welcome bonus, recruitment bonus, etc) for new staff,
establishments are not allowed to guarantee this beyond the first year of employment; it is said to be
"exceptional" and can only be granted if the financial base is sufficiently sound and solid.

In addition, European Directive 2013/36 EU, UCITS V, of 26 June 2013 introduced a "clawback" mechanism
that the legislature has transposed into French law. Thus, article L.511-84 of the Monetary and Financial
Code provides that "the total amount of variable remuneration may, in whole or in part, be reduced or give
rise to restitution when the person concerned has failed to comply with the rules laid down by the
institution with regard to risk-taking, in particular because of his responsibility for actions that have led to
significant losses for the institution or in the event of failure to comply with the obligations of good repute
and competence".

In addition and following the above-mentioned Directive 2013/36/EU (article 94) concerning the deferral of
remuneration, the payment of variable remuneration should be made in part immediately and in part on a
deferred basis.

Institutions are encouraged to implement a deferral schedule, that properly aligns staff compensation with
the institution's business, economic cycle, and risk profile, so that a sufficient portion of variable
compensation can be adjusted to results through ex-post risk adjustments.

This schedule consists of the portion of variable compensation deferred, the length of the deferral period
and the speed ofvesting of the deferred compensation.

In the event of poor or negative performance by the institutions, leading to a reduction in the total amount
of variable compensation, the payment of variable compensation may be subject to specific arrangements
implemented by the institutions, as referred to in Directive 2013/36/EU.
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In addition, article L.511-84-1 of the French Monetary and Financial Code specifies that the variable portion
that may be reduced or even recovered as a penalty is excluded from the calculation of several indemnities
in the event of dismissal, including the legal indemnity for dismissal.

Finally, following Law No. 2013-672 of 26 July 2013 on the separation and regulation of banking activities,
the variable remuneration of managers and traders is capped, and cannot exceed the fixed part. In
addition, a "say on pay" mechanism has been implemented (ie, the general meeting of shareholders must
be consulted on the remuneration paid to executives and traders).

Last updated on 16/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

Brokerage houses must implement a compensation system under the general provisions set forth by the
CNBV. This system must include all compensation provided and must contain the responsibilities of the
boards that implement the compensation schemes, ordinary and extraordinary compensation policies, and
periodic reviews of payment policies. The board of directors must incorporate a special committee for
compensation.

Under article 9 of the general provisions applicable to brokerage houses, account management fees may
be paid to stock proxies provided that they comply entirely with the applicable laws in the exercise of their
duties. Stock operators must not execute operations with the public or receive any remuneration or account
management fees, except if, with the proxy’s authorisation, they execute orders of institutional investors in
the brokerage house’s reception and allocation system.

Brokerage houses must not pay fees, commissions, and other remuneration of third parties that act as
promoters, sellers, associates, independent commissioners, investment advisors or any similar roles. This
also applies to proxies of the investor client without being proxies of the brokerage house, or those who
have a conflict of interest to receive fees, commissions, or any other remuneration from the investor client.

If there is a critical event, such as a control measure, the CNBV may order the brokerage house to suspend
the payment of extraordinary compensation and bonuses to the general manager and senior officers. This
includes preventing the granting of new compensation until the matter is properly resolved. This should be
included in employment contracts, to avoid labour-related disputes should the extraordinary measure of
the CNBV is enacted.

Last updated on 14/03/2023
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08. Are there particular training requirements for
employees in the financial services sector?

France
Author: Béatrice Pola

In general, "the employer shall ensure that employees are adapted to their workstation" and "shall ensure
that their ability to hold a job is maintained, particularly with regard to changes in jobs, technologies and
organizations". This general obligation is imposed on the employer if there is a change in the job
description.
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In addition, the FMA General Regulation requires all persons mentioned in article 325-24 of the Monetary
and Financial Code, including investment service providers, salespersons, managers, and persons
responsible for clearing financial instruments, to undergo annual training appropriate to their activity and
experience.

Law 2016-1691 of 9 December 2016 on transparency, the fight against corruption and the modernisation of
economic life also provides that in companies employing at least 500 people, or belonging to a group of
companies whose parent company has its registered office in France and whose workforce includes at least
500 people, and whose revenue or consolidated revenue is more than €100 million, a training system must
be set up for managers and staff most exposed to the risks of corruption and influence peddling.

Decree no. 2022-894 of 15 June 2022 on the conditions governing the exercise of the profession of
intermediary in banking operations and payment services introduces a new obligation in terms of
continuing training. From now on, all intermediaries in banking operations and payment services carrying
out intermediary activities in real estate credit and their staff must update their professional knowledge and
skills, as part of their continuing education, “through professional training of sufficient duration adapted to
their activities, taking particular account of changes in the applicable legislation or regulations” (article L.
519-11-3 of of the Monetary and Financial Code). Finally, as we have seen, some positions in the financial
services industry may require specific training and certification.

Last updated on 16/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

In terms of articles 132, 153-A to 153-X of the FLL, employers must provide employees with training so they
can render their services and comply with the duties of their positions, and employees should receive such
training under the plans and programmes formulated by mutual agreement of the employer and
employees. Nevertheless, as indicated in previous questions, for employees to occupy certain positions,
they must meet the requirements, and for brokerage houses proxies must be authorised to exercise their
duties under their position within the brokerage houses.  

According to article 117 bis 9 of the general provisions applicable to brokerage houses, general managers
are responsible for implementing, maintaining and distributing the continuity plan of the business within
the brokerage house. Therefore, the general manager must establish a training programme outlining the
actions to be carried out if an operation contingency arises.

On the other hand, the AMIB provides courses and training for interested individuals to obtain the
necessary skills and capacity to perform the activities of proxies in brokerage houses, and thereafter, to
obtain authorisation from the AMIB and CNBV to act and perform the corresponding duties of the position.  

A Finance Educational Committee has been created by several financial institutions, authorities, and the
Bank of Mexico and is presided over by the SHCP. This committee is in charge of, among other things,
defining a finance educational policy; preparing a national strategy for financial education and guidelines;
and identifying new work areas and proposing new actions and programmes in financial education.

Last updated on 14/03/2023
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France
Author: Béatrice Pola

First of all, various obligations discussed so far have the effect of forcing, if they were not already there,
employees in the financial services sector to behave in an honourable manner and respect prudential rules.

In addition, Law 2016-1691 of 9 December 2016 on transparency, the fight against corruption and the
modernisation of economic life states in article 17 that in certain large companies, managers must take all
measures to prevent and detect the commission, in France or abroad, of acts of corruption or influence
peddling.

This means setting up a code of conduct that will be integrated into the internal regulations, in compliance
with the procedure for consulting employee representatives provided for in article L. 1321-4 of the French
Labour Code.

This code of conduct involves the implementation of measures and procedures that will be monitored by
the French Anti-Corruption Agency. In particular, the code of conduct must define and provide examples of
the various types of behaviour to be prohibited as likely to constitute corruption or influence peddling. It
must also establish an evaluation and control system, as well as a disciplinary system, enabling the
company's employees to be sanctioned if there is a violation of the company's code of conduct.

In addition to this code of conduct, which is part of the internal regulations, almost all players in the
financial services sector have put in place charters and policies to protect confidential information and
regulate risky activities.

Last updated on 16/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

Financial entities must establish, implement and apply, among other things:

confidentiality policies;
policies for internal control to confirm the acts, operations and services of individuals are carried out in
an ethical, professional and legal manner;
policies regarding the prevention of acts and operations with illegal resources;
policies to prevent psychological risk factors;
policies that allow the identification, follow-up and control of risks inherent to operations; and
conflict of interest resolution policies.

Under the general provisions applicable to operations with securities carried out by members of the board
of directors, officers and employees of financial entities and other obligated parties, the principles that
must be complied with are the following:

transparency in operations;
equal opportunity before all other market participants in sureties operations;
compliance with fair stock market customs and practices;
absence of a conflict of interest; and
prevention of improper behaviour that may have as its origin the use of privileged or confidential
information.
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Policies, manuals and codes must also include guidelines for the resolution of potential conflicts of interest,
as well as the mechanisms to avoid the existence of such conflicts.

Financial entities must inform the CNBV annually, within 15 days, a report on the conduct, operations, and
services of individuals. If any act or operation with illegal resources is detected, financial entities must
inform the authorities immediately, including the CNBV and the SHCP.

The board of directors of operating companies of investment funds, distribution entities, and stock
appraisers of investment funds must approve a code of conduct, which must consider:

activities in compliance with the applicable laws;
internal control rules for the compliance of provisions and policies contained in the code, including
investment provisions issued by the CNBV;
security mechanisms to ensure confidential information is used solely for authorised purposes and
security measures to protect clients’ files from fraud, robbery or misuse;
an obligation on the general manager, officers and employees to conduct themselves in a fair, honest
and professional manner in the performance of their activities; and
a prohibition on officers, employees and proxies executing any type of operation with the public that
contravenes market practices.

Members of the board of directors, the general manager, officers, regulatory comptrollers, proxies, and
other employees must immediately report the existence of illegal or unethical conduct or activity to the
regulatory comptroller.

Last updated on 14/03/2023

10. Are there any circumstances in which
notifications relating to the employee or their
conduct will need to be made to local or international
regulators?
 

France
Author: Béatrice Pola

In principle, the relationship between companies and employees in the financial services sector is private.
As such, companies do not have to communicate confidential information about their employees to third
parties, as this would constitute an infringement of their fundamental freedoms. However, in certain cases,
employers must alert the competent authorities in the event of behaviour or "suspicions" of behaviour by
one of their employees that is contrary to the law.

Thus, the Monetary and Financial Code provides that companies in the financial services sector, referred to
in article L.561-2 of the code (the list of which was updated by Ordinance no. 2023-1139 of December 6,
2023 on credit managers and credit buyers to include "Credit managers"), must report to the national
financial intelligence unit (Tracfin) all sums or transactions that they suspect to be the result of an offence
punishable by a prison sentence of more than one year, or related to the financing of terrorism or tax
evasion. This declaration may be made in respect of any employee of one of these companies.

In addition, when facts likely to constitute violations of the anticorruption code of conduct or to qualify as
corruption or influence peddling are brought to the attention of the company and its managers, an internal
investigation must be conducted (article 17 of Law No. 2016-1691 of 9 December 2016 on transparency). If
the investigation confirms the suspicions, the employer must, on the one hand, sanction the employee, but
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also inform the prosecuting authority of the facts.

In smaller companies, the employer will also be able to report to the prosecution authorities any behaviour
that could lead to criminal sanctions.

Last updated on 16/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

Pursuant to the Federal Law for the Prevention and Identity of Transactions with Illegally Obtained
Resources, all acts carried out by financial entities are considered a vulnerable activity; therefore, financial
entities must:

set forth measures and procedures to prevent and detect acts and operations;
file reports to the SHCP regarding acts, operations and services carried out by clients and employees if
they suspect illegal resources are involved; and
keep for at least 10 years any information and documents related to the identification of clients and
users.

Given the above, if any action, operation or service is identified as undertaken with illegal resources or
there is a breach of any of the provisions outlined in the above law, employers must inform the SHCP and
prosecutor.

Also, if officers and general managers no longer comply with the legal requirements to occupy their
positions (eg, not having a satisfactory credit record, or no longer being in good standing), financial entities
may inform the CNBV or CNSF, as applicable, so the authorities may disqualify or remove those individuals
from their positions.

Furthermore, if there is a breach of the code of conduct, the regulatory comptroller must inform the board
of directors and keep such information available to the CNBV at all times. The board of directors will be in
charge of establishing disciplinary measures.

Finally, if employees breach psychological risk prevention obligations (see question 11), employers must
inform the labour authorities to impose corresponding sanctions.

Last updated on 14/03/2023
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11. Are there any particular requirements that
employers should implement with respect to the
prevention of wrongdoing, for example, related to
whistleblowing or the prevention of harassment?

France
Author: Béatrice Pola

Financial services companies, like any private employer, must implement procedures to prevent
wrongdoing.

Concerning harassment, the Labour and the Penal Codes punish acts constituting moral and sexual
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harassment. It is the employer's responsibility, under their safety obligation, to prevent and, if necessary,
deal with any behaviour constituting moral harassment. In this respect, an individual must be appointed by
the social and economic committee to combat sexual harassment and sexist behaviour.

For whistleblowing, following Directive 2019/1937/EU, the system for whistleblowers that already existed in
France was strengthened by Law 2022-401 of 21 March 2022 on the protection of whistleblowers. From
now on, companies with more than 50 employees must internally set up a procedure for collecting and
handling whistleblowers. Without an internal procedure, the whistleblower can go through an external
channel, which presents a risk to the company's reputation.

In addition, following Law 2022-401, the FMA and the French Prudential Supervision and Resolution
Authority have set up special procedures allowing any person to report to them, even anonymously, any
infringement of European legislation, the Monetary and Financial Code or the AMF General Regulation
(articles L. 634-1 to L. 634-4 of the Monetary and Financial Code).

Last updated on 16/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

In addition to the obligations previously described, employers and employees are subject to Official
Mexican Rule NOM-035-STPS-2018 Employment Psychological Risks – Identification, Analysis and
Prevention.

The purpose of NOM-035 is to establish the criteria to identify, analyse and prevent psychosocial risks; and
to promote a favourable organisational environment in the workplace.

NOM-035 establishes specific obligations for employers, including:

informing employees about policies to prevent psychosocial risk factors and labour violence, and
promoting a favourable organisational environment;
identifying and analysing factors of psychosocial risk;
assessing the organisational environment;
adopting measures to prevent psychosocial risk and promote a favourable organisational
environment;
adopting corrective actions when identifying psychosocial risk factors;
identifying workers that could have been exposed to traumatic events and providing help; and
keeping records of the analysis and identification of psychosocial risks, evaluations of the
organisational environment, and corrective action.

To prove compliance, employers must adopt the following measures:

develop a psychosocial risk policy;
establish a complaints channel to receive and deal with reports of possible practices preventing a
favourable organizational environment and report acts of workplace violence;
conduct surveys to identify employees that have been exposed to psychosocial risks;
conduct surveys to identify psychosocial risk factors and potential threats to the organisational
environment; and
create intervention programmes with specific actions based on the results obtained.

The Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare is the authority that inspects compliance with these obligations.
NOM-035 does not establish specific sanctions for non-compliance, but inspectors may apply fines derived
from the FLL. Also, employers must regularly carry out evaluations, research and follow-up on complaints.
They must also prepare regular reports on the subject.

These provisions apply to all employers and there are no particular provisions regarding the prevention of
harassment in financial entities.
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12. Are there any particular rules or protocols that
apply when terminating the employment of an
employee in the financial services sector, including
where a settlement agreement is entered into?

France
Author: Béatrice Pola

The general law regarding dismissals applies to employees in the financial services sector. Under French
law, there are two grounds for dismissal: personal reasons, which are related to the employee's behaviour
or state of health; and economic reasons, which are not related to the employee. In both cases, the cause
must be real and serious (ie, the reason must be objective and materially verifiable, as well as
proportionate to the facts put forward). Failing that, the judge may propose the reinstatement of the
employee, but if one of the parties refuses, then the employee is entitled to compensation for dismissal
without real and serious cause, the latter depending on the employee's seniority.

Certain grounds for dismissal are null and void, in particular dismissals that are discriminatory or contrary
to a fundamental freedom. The employee may then be reinstated (in very specificcases) or compensated,
but this compensation may not be less than six months' salary.

Dismissal for personal reasons cannot be declared before a preliminary interview with the employee and
must be notified at least two working days after this interview, unless otherwise stipulated by collective
bargaining agreement. For example, the national collective bargaining agreement for the banking industry
stipulates that the preliminary interview cannot take place less than 7 calendar days, except in the case of
more favourable legal provisions or specific arrangements (e.g. inaptitude), from the date of first
presentation to the employee of the letter of summons (article 26).

Dismissal for economic reasons may be individual or collective. Individual dismissals for economic reasons
also require a prior interview and notification of redundancy, but above all notification to the
Administration. Collective dismissals for economic reasons require consultation of the Social and Economic
Committee, as well as the establishment of an employment protection plan if the termination concerns at
least 10 employees within 30 days.

Since 1 July 2010, the FMA's General Regulation requires investment service providers to pass an
examination to obtain certification. This certification must be obtained within six months of hiring, so not
securing this certification by the end of this period may justify a dismissal.

A dismissal means a redundancy payment is excluded, except in the case of employment protection plans,
from assessment for social security contributions for the portion not subject to income tax within certain
exemption limits. In addition, article L.511-84-1 of the French Monetary and Financial Code excludes the
variable portion of compensation that may be reduced or recovered as a penalty under the "clawback"
mechanism from assessment for severance pay.

Last updated on 16/04/2024
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Under the Constitution and the FLL, an employee has the right to secure employment (employment stability
right) and an employer cannot terminate an employment contract without legal cause.

An employer may only dismiss an employee under one or more of the legal causes provided for in article 47
of the FLL (eg, lack of ethics, dishonesty, violence, harassment, absence more than three times in a month
without authorisation, disobedience, and intoxication). Dismissal should be carried out within the one
month after the employer becomes aware of the legal cause for termination (statute of limitations).

The FLL requires employers to provide the employee with a written notice of dismissal in which the date
and causes are expressly described. A lack of written notice makes the termination unlawful and triggers
the severance obligation described below.

In addition, financial entities may end the employment of individuals without notice in the following
circumstances:

if a general manager or officer no longer complies with the legal requirements to occupy their position
(see question 2);
if the CNBV or the CNSF, as applicable, disqualifies, removes, or relieves individuals from their
positions; and
if a brokerage house’s proxies are no longer authorised by the CNBV.

If there are no legal grounds to justify the termination and an employee is dismissed, the dismissal is
wrongful and the employee has the right to:

be reinstated (article 49 of the FLL establishes the cases where an employer is exempt from
reinstating an employee, for example employees of trust); or
a severance payment (three months of salary, plus 12 days of salary for each year of service capped
at twice the general minimum wage of the geographic area where the employee rendered services,
plus 20 days of salary per year of service, and, if applicable, back pay.

These obligations are only enforceable (reinstatement and payment of severance) if the dismissal is
deemed wrongful by the labour authorities in their corresponding resolution. Nevertheless, if there are no
legal grounds that justify the termination, it is common practice to pay the severance in advance if there is
no intention to reinstate the employee after termination.

When termination occurs, financial entities must inform the self-regulated bodies to revoke powers of
attorney within five days. The self-regulated body must then inform the CNBV of the revocation. For the
removal or resignation of the general manager and officers, financial entities must inform the
corresponding authority within five to ten days, depending on the type of financial entity.

For the termination of employment of employees in general positions, there is no particular document to
execute other than a termination document (resignation or employment termination agreement and
release).

Last updated on 14/03/2023
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13. Are there any particular rules that apply in
relation to the use of post-termination restrictive
covenants for employees in the financial services
sector?

France



Author: Béatrice Pola

Three specific clauses are potentially relevant to employees in the financial services sector.

Firstly, regarding the confidentiality clause, employees in the financial services sector are bound to respect
professional and banking secrecy.

More specifically, article 25 of Section III of Chapter 4 of Title II of Book 1 of the national collective
agreement for financial companies of 22 November 1968, provides that all staff members are bound by
professional secrecy within the company and towards third parties. Employees may not knowingly pass on
to another company information specific to their employer or previous employer.

Article 24 of Chapter 3 of Title III of the national collective bargaining agreement for bank employees of 10
January 2000 codifies the absolute respect of professional secrecy.

Article 44 of Chapter 2 of Title IV of the national collective bargaining agreement for the financial markets
of 11 June 2010 states that the employee must comply specifically with the rules of conduct regarding
professional secrecy, both within the company and concerning third parties.

Confidentiality clauses can also be concluded between the employee and his or her employer, to reinforce
the obligation of confidentiality.

In principle, a confidentiality clause allows for the protection of certain information exchanged during the
contract and can be enforced after the termination of the employment contract if it is not perpetual. In this
case, it is quite conceivable to contractualise such an obligation for employees in the financial services
sector because of their functions, which by their very nature require discretion.

The law already states that anyone who uses or discloses confidential information obtained in the course of
negotiations without authorisation is liable. Case law has addressed the issue of confidentiality clauses by
ruling that an employee not executing this clause after his or her departure makes him or her liable for the
resulting damage, without the employer having to prove gross negligence. The clause may be accompanied
by a pecuniary sanction, which may be altered by the judge if it is lenient or excessive.

This clause in no way imposes a non-compete obligation and, therefore, does not entitle the employee to
financial compensation.

In practice, it is complex to ensure compliance with this clause; however, the more specific the clause, the
more effective it is.

Secondly, a non-compete clause allows an employer to limit an employee's professional activity at the end
of an employment contract to prevent that employee from working for a competing company.

Despite the specificity of the activities of the financial sector, it seems that the common law of
noncompetition clauses applies.

Thus, such a clause may be provided for by a collective agreement, in which case it is a conventional non-
compete obligation. To be enforceable, the employee must have been informed of the existence of the
applicable collective agreement. In this case, article 35 of Chapter I of Title IV of the national collective
bargaining agreement for financial markets of 11 June 2010 provides for a non-compete obligation.

The non-compete clause is, in the majority of cases, contractual (ie, present in the employee’s employment
contract). To be valid, this clause must meet various cumulative conditions to be compatible with the
principle of freedom to work.

It must be essential to the protection of the legitimate interests of the company, limited in time and space,
take into account the specificities of the employee's job, and include an obligation for the employer to pay
the employee meaningful financial compensation. All these conditions are cumulative, and the employer
cannot unilaterally extend the scope of the clause, otherwise it is null and void. Given the specificity of the
activity of companies in the financial services sector, the condition of protection of the legitimate interests
of the company would be met. However, taking into account the specificities of the employee's job may
undermine such a clause if it is proven that his or her training and experience would prevent him or her
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from finding a job. The company's interest in imposing a noncompete clause must therefore be
demonstrated.

The judge may restrict the application of the non-compete clause by limiting its effect in time, space or
other terms when it does not allow the employee to engage in an activity consistent with his or her training
and experience. However, the scope of application of the clause cannot be reduced by the judge if only the
nullity of the clause has been invoked by the employee. If the non-compete clause is not enforced, the
employer may take summary proceedings against the former employee who does not respect it, and also
against the employee's new employer if they were hired with full knowledge of the facts, or if they continue
to be employed after learning of the clause.

The employer may waive the clause if this is explicit and results from an unequivocal will. In the specific
case of contractual termination, the employer who wishes to waive the clause must do so no later than the
termination date set in the agreement.

Finally, concerning the non-solicitation clause, such a clause can be concluded between two companies
through a commercial contract. These companies mutually prohibit each other from hiring their respective
employees. Therefore, this clause is distinct from a non-compete clause and does not meet its conditions of
validity. However, it must be proportionate to the legitimate interests to be protected given the purpose of
the contract.

Last updated on 16/04/2024

Mexico
Author: Héctor González Graf

There are no particular rules or legal provisions concerning the use of post-termination restrictive
covenants. Nevertheless, it is common practice to execute termination agreements with officers and
general managers whereby non-disclosure, non-compete and non-solicitation provisions are set forth by the
parties. The use of non-compete and non-solicitation provisions in termination agreements is only
recommended for very specific employees and must be negotiated when the employment is terminated.

Plain non-compete and non-solicitation provisions binding employees after termination are not enforceable
under Mexican law, because the Mexican Constitution grants individuals the right to perform any job,
industry, commerce or work as long it is legal and not prohibited by a judicial or governmental decision.

Post-employment non-compete obligations, which are treated as an exception, must be agreed upon in
connection to specific activities that may be deemed unfair competition, and may be enforced with
economic compensation.

The period of enforceability must be proportional to:

the number of years of employment;
the level of information and importance of the position;
the economic compensation; and
the scope of the non-compete obligations.

Unfair competition and solicitation – either for business, or to induce other individuals to leave the
company, while the employment contract between an individual and employer is in effect – may be
considered misconduct. This misconduct is a cause of termination without notice for the company, and
therefore it is feasible to enforce it.

The terms and conditions must be specifically addressed in writing, within the employment termination
agreement, making express reference to the importance of the information, potential competition, activities
that may be deemed unfair competition, intellectual property, and commercial advantages. The
compensation paid is usually similar to or above the income of the employee while he or she was active
with the company. Clawback and damages payments for breach of contract are standard practices.
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